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Abstract. Power ramps are sudden changes in turbine power and must be accurately predicted to minimize
costly imbalances in the electrical grid. Doing so requires reliable wind speed forecasts, which can be obtained
from ensembles of physical numerical weather prediction (NWP) models through statistical postprocessing.
Since the probability of a ramp event depends jointly on the wind speed distributions forecasted at multiple
future times, these postprocessing methods must not only correct each individual forecast but also estimate the
temporal dependencies among them. Typically though, crucial dependencies are adopted directly from the raw
ensemble, and the postprocessed forecast is limited to the tens of members computationally feasible for an NWP
model.

We extend statistical postprocessing to include temporal dependencies using novel multivariate Gaussian re-
gression models that forecast 24-dimensional distributions of next-day hourly wind speeds at three offshore wind
farms. The continuous joint distribution forecast is postprocessed from an NWP ensemble using flexible gener-
alized additive models for the components of its mean vector µ and for parameters defining the forecast error
covariance matrix6. Modeling these parameters on predictors which characterize the empirical joint distribution
of the NWP ensemble allows forecasts for each hour and their temporal dependencies to be adjusted in one step.
Wind speed ensembles of any size can be simulated from the postprocessed joint distribution and transformed
into power for computing high-resolution ramp predictions that outperform state-of-the-art reference methods.

1 Introduction

Wind power is an environmentally friendly energy source
but difficult to integrate with the electrical grid because of
its high temporal variability (Karagali et al., 2013; Sweeney
et al., 2020). This temporal variability stems from its depen-
dence on the hub-height wind speed and is particularly evi-
dent when the power produced suddenly changes from very
low to very high values, or vice versa. These events are called
power ramps and are of particular interest to wind farm op-
erators because of their high cost potential (Gallego-Castillo
et al., 2015).

There is no single definition for a power ramp – they
form a broad class of events with different durations, mag-
nitudes, or types. In all cases though, ramps are joint events
which depend on the power – and thus the underlying wind
speed – at multiple times. Since the wind speed forecasts
for these individual times cannot be assumed to be indepen-
dent, the true temporal dependencies among them must be
estimated in order to reliably predict power ramps (Worsnop
et al., 2018; Browell et al., 2022). Estimating dependencies
between marginal forecast distributions is crucial to many
other applications as well, such as wind energy storage siz-
ing (Haessig et al., 2015) or unit commitment (Wang et al.,
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2011). Typically, multivariate probabilistic power forecasts
are issued as scenarios (ensembles) of possible future states
(Li et al., 2020).

Predicting the probability that a power ramp occurs during
the next day requires reliable wind speed forecasts, which
are commonly based on physical numerical weather predic-
tion (NWP) models (Pinson, 2013). NWPs forecast the fu-
ture state of the atmosphere by numerically integrating gov-
erning differential equations in time and space, using cur-
rent observations from around the world as initial conditions
(Richardson, 1922; Bauer et al., 2015). Individual (deter-
ministic) NWPs are not optimal because the atmosphere is
a chaotic system, and any uncertainties – e.g., in the ini-
tial conditions of NWP models – grow rapidly to influence
the predictability at future times. Probabilistic wind speed
forecasts aiming to quantify this uncertainty are obtained by
running an ensemble of individual NWP models, each with
slightly different initial conditions or model physics. Since
only tens of ensemble members are computationally feasi-
ble though, the probabilistic forecast cannot capture the full
atmospheric variability and is often underdispersive (Leut-
becher and Palmer, 2008).

Improved probabilistic wind speed forecasts that are cali-
brated – i.e., statistically consistent with observations – and
sharp – i.e., with as little uncertainty as possible – can be
obtained by postprocessing NWP ensembles using statistical
methods (Gneiting et al., 2007). For individual lead times,
distributional regressions such as nonhomogeneous Gaus-
sian regression (NGR, Gneiting et al., 2005) or nonhomo-
geneous regression (Thorarinsdottir and Gneiting, 2010) are
commonly employed to forecast continuous (parametric) dis-
tributions of wind speed conditionally on the ensemble to
correct existing biases or dispersive errors. For multiple lead
times, state-of-the-art postprocessing simply reuses separate
distributional regressions for the individual lead times with-
out modeling their temporal dependencies (which are cru-
cial for reliable ramp predictions) explicitly. Instead, the sep-
arate regressions are combined with ensemble copula cou-
pling (ECC, Schefzik, 2011) to calibrate NWP ensembles for
each time, while still retaining the original (temporal) order
statistics of their members. This assumption – namely, that
dependencies between the postprocessed forecasts are the
same as between raw NWP forecasts – is not always fulfilled
(Ben Bouallègue et al., 2016), for the same reasons that en-
semble margins are often miscalibrated and must be postpro-
cessed. Furthermore, improved forecasts obtained with ECC
are again ensembles restricted to the same tens of members
and thus not ideal for representing potentially complex mul-
tivariate dependencies.

Here we employ novel multivariate Gaussian regression
(MGR) models (Muschinski et al., 2022) to explicitly in-
clude temporal dependencies in the statistical postprocessing
of NWP ensembles. MGR is used to forecast wind speeds
at 100 m a.g.l. (above ground level) near three offshore wind
farms in the North Sea and Baltic Sea. All of the next day’s

hourly wind speeds are assumed to follow a 24-dimensional
Gaussian distribution with mean vector µ – containing the
expectations of the wind speed distributions for each hour
– and covariance matrix 6 – containing the uncertainties of
these individual forecasts as well as their temporal error cor-
relations. The components of µ and parameters specifying 6
are not constant but estimated conditionally on the empirical
joint distribution of the ensemble using flexible generalized
additive models (GAMs) for each distributional parameter.
In contrast to state-of-the-art postprocessing methods, this
forecasts an entire joint distribution conditional on the raw
NWP, thereby allowing wind speed ensembles of any size to
be simulated and subsequently used to predict power ramps
at a higher resolution in probability space. This ramp proba-
bility resolution is only a function of the number of ensemble
members (i.e., its inverse) and should not be confused with
the temporal or spatial resolution of the NWP model.

Ramp probabilities derived from MGR models are com-
pared to ECC and other reference methods that forecast a
joint distribution of wind speeds – relying either on (i) a mul-
tivariate Gaussian distribution fit (GDF, Keune et al., 2014)
to the ECC-postprocessed ensemble or (ii) a Gaussian copula
estimated from raw observations as motivated by the Schaake
shuffle (Clark et al., 2004) or the prediction errors remain-
ing after univariate postprocessing with NGR (Möller et al.,
2013).

Observational data and the NWP ensemble are described
in Sect. 2. Postprocessing methods yielding multivariate
wind speed forecasts which allow power ramp probabili-
ties to be derived are detailed in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, the
postprocessing methods are first illustrated using an exam-
ple case where a power ramp occurred. Subsequently, the
out-of-sample performance of multivariate wind speed fore-
casts is evaluated across all cases (i.e., days) using scoring
rules (Gneiting et al., 2007), and the predictive skill of the
ramp probabilities derived from these forecasts is quantified
as well. Results are discussed in Sect. 5 with some conclud-
ing remarks in Sect. 6.

2 Data

In order to predict power ramps, numerical weather predic-
tions (NWPs) of wind speed are first postprocessed using the
methods presented in Sect. 3 in order to improve their skill.
These postprocessing methods model historical observations
(Sect. 2.1) on corresponding historical forecasts (Sect. 2.2)
using a dataset constructed from the two sources (Sect. 2.3).

2.1 Observations from FINO towers

Observations of wind speed are taken from
100 m a.g.l. (above ground level) – the approximate
hub height of large offshore wind turbines – at meteorologi-
cal towers on the three Forschungsplattformen in Nord- und
Ostsee (FINO) research platforms. These are located near
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Table 1. Observations and predictor variables used to model distributional parameters for wind speed. The placeholders i and j each stand
for 1 of 24 lead times (+ 24,+25, . . . ,+47 h).

Variable Description

obsi Wind speed observed at lead time i.
meani Mean of ensemble-member wind speed forecasts at lead time i.
logsdi Logarithm of standard deviation of ensemble-member forecasts at lead time i.
corij (Transformed) correlation between ensemble forecasts at lead times i and j .
rho Average over all corij , where j = i+ 1.
yday Day of year (to capture seasonal variations).

offshore wind farms in the North Sea (FINO1 and FINO3)
and in the Baltic Sea (FINO2). The distributions of wind
speeds observed at the three sites are skewed, but since
the NWP ensemble (Sect. 2.2) performs well for next-day
lead times and wind speeds are generally high, prediction
errors can be approximated by Gaussian distributions. Sub-
sequently, the postprocessing methods described in Sect. 3
– which assume conditional Gaussian distributions for wind
speed – do not require any preliminary transformations to
normalize the data.

2.2 The ECMWF ensemble

Wind speed forecasts in the period 26 November 2016
and 24 May 2021 are taken from the ensemble system
of the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Fore-
casts (ECMWF). The 50 perturbed ECMWF ensemble mem-
bers have a spatial resolution of 18 km, with 91 model levels
and a temporal resolution of 1 h and are always initialized
at 00:00 UTC. Forecasts of horizontal wind components u
and v at 100 m a.g.l. for hourly lead times between +24 and
+47 h are bilinearly interpolated to the coordinates of the
three FINO towers from which observations are available
(Sect. 2.1). The interpolated wind components are used to
calculate a wind speed forecast for each ensemble member,
lead time, and model initialization.

Predictor variables are derived from the ECMWF forecast
(Table 1) for each station and model initialization with the
goal of characterizing its joint probability forecast. The em-
pirical distribution of the ensemble members for each lead
time i is described by its average meani and log-transformed
standard deviation logsdi . The temporal dependencies be-
tween forecasts for individual hours are described by the
transformed correlations corij , obtained by mapping the in-
terval (−1, 1) of the empirical correlations ρij to the unre-
stricted real numbers using the function r(ρ)= ρ/

√
1− ρ2.

It turns out that a first-order autoregressive process approxi-
mates the temporal dependence of forecast errors quite well,
so that rho – an average of the lag-1 transformed correla-
tions – is included as well. Finally, the day of the year of
the ECMWF initialization yday is added to account for any
seasonal influences that are not captured by the NWP model.

2.3 Modeling dataset

For each of the three FINO towers, a dataset is constructed
containing values for all variables in Table 1. Each row of
the dataset corresponds to one ECMWF initialization, which
always occurs at 00:00 UTC. A single row thus contains the
24 observations obsi occurring between 24 and 47 h after
the initialization time, along with the predictors derived from
the corresponding ECMWF forecasts. The datasets have dif-
ferent lengths, with occasional gaps resulting from missing
observations. For FINO1 there are 1314 distinct ECMWF
initializations available between 26 November 2016 and
30 August 2020 – FINO2 has 1609 initializations between
26 November 2016 and 24 May 2021, and FINO3 has
1455 initializations between 26 November 2016 and 30 Au-
gust 2020.

3 Methods

Accurately predicting next-day power ramps requires reli-
able probabilistic wind speed forecasts, which we obtain by
statistically postprocessing NWP ensembles to improve their
skill (Table 2). Forecasts for individual times are commonly
postprocessed with distributional regressions, which (i) as-
sume a certain parametric family for the future wind speed
observation – such as a Gaussian, truncated Gaussian, or
generalized extreme value distribution – and then (ii) model
the distributional parameters on predictors derived from the
NWP ensemble to address potential biases or miscalibrations
(see Lerch and Thorarinsdottir, 2013, for more details and
references).

At the FINO stations, hourly wind speed observations
obsi are generally large compared to the corresponding
spread of the ECMWF ensemble forecast, so that truncation
at zero can be neglected. Hence, a natural first step is to as-
sume that the obsi follow separate Gaussian distributions
for each of the 24 h:

obsi ∼N (µi,σi) , i =+24, +25, . . ., +47h. (1)

The mean µi and standard deviation σi of each distribution
are flexibly modeled on the empirical mean and standard
deviation of the corresponding NWP ensemble using NGR
(Sect. 3.1).
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Table 2. Information about the models used for postprocessing mul-
tivariate wind speed forecasts including (i) the section in which they
are described, (ii) whether or not the postprocessed forecast is a
joint probability density function, (iii) whether or not dependencies
are flexibly modeled, and (iv) if postprocessing is a one-step proce-
dure or marginal distributions and their dependencies are treated in
separate steps.

Model Section Joint Dependencies Postprocessing
name distribution are flexibly in one step

forecast modeled

ECC 3.2
GDF 3.3 X
GDF (x) 3.3 X
COP (Obs) 3.4 X
COP (Err) 3.4 X
MGR (AR1) 3.5 X X X
MGR (AD1) 3.5 X X X
MGR (AD2) 3.5 X X X

Power ramps depend jointly on wind speeds at different
times, so the goal of postprocessing must be a multivari-
ate forecast which not only contains the univariate distribu-
tions of Eq. (1), but also characterizes their dependencies.
Typically though, multivariate forecasts postprocessed from
NWP ensembles are not parametric distributions as in the
univariate case but rather improved ensembles obtained with
ECC (Sect. 3.2) that have the same number of members and
order statistics as the original NWP, but with hourly fore-
casts that are corrected according to the distributions pre-
dicted by NGR.

For a fully parametric multivariate wind speed forecast,
Eq. (1) can be extended to a vector of observations following
a multivariate (24-dimensional) Gaussian distribution,

(obs+24 h, . . ., obs+47 h)∼N (µ,6), (2)

whose 24× 24 covariance matrix 6 then contains both the
uncertainties (variances) of the hourly forecasts and their de-
pendencies (covariances).

The joint distribution in Eq. (2) can be estimated from the
ECC-postprocessed ensemble using a multivariate Gaussian
distribution fit (GDF, e.g., Keune et al., 2014) as described
in Sect. 3.3. This has the advantage of allowing ensembles
of any size to be generated through simulation, but as with
ECC temporal dependencies are carried over from the origi-
nal ensemble and cannot be corrected. Alternatively, the 24-
hourly distributions postprocessed with NGR can be joined
to a single multivariate Gaussian distribution using copulas
estimated from observations or forecast errors (e.g., Pinson
and Girard, 2012) as described in Sect. 3.4. The problem with
this approach is that the physically based dependencies be-
tween NWP ensemble members are not taken into account at
all.

Multivariate Gaussian regression (MGR, Sect. 3.5) is a
new statistical method developed by Muschinski et al. (2022)
which offers a natural solution to these limitations and allows

joint distributions of hourly wind speeds to be flexibly post-
processed from NWP ensemble forecasts. MGR naturally ex-
tends NGR to multivariate responses, which means that all
parameters of the assumed multivariate Gaussian wind speed
distribution – not just the marginal forecasts for each hour –
can be modeled on predictors derived from the NWP ensem-
ble.

Joint wind speed distribution forecasts are subsequently
evaluated using the Dawid–Sebastiani score (Sect. 3.6), and
ramp probabilities derived by converting large wind speed
ensembles simulated from the distributions into power using
an idealized turbine curve (Sect. 3.7).

3.1 Nonhomogeneous Gaussian regression (NGR)

Nonhomogeneous Gaussian regression (NGR, Gneiting
et al., 2005) offers a way to transform the 50 discrete mem-
bers predicted by the ECMWF into a more realistic contin-
uous (parametric) wind speed distribution for an individual
time, where any bias or dispersion error in the original fore-
cast has been corrected. With NGR, the wind speed observed
at each hour of the next day is assumed to follow a Gaus-
sian distribution (Eq. 1), whose mean µi and standard devia-
tion σi are estimated conditionally on predictors that charac-
terize the empirical distribution of the ensemble forecast for
that hour.

Following Gneiting et al. (2005), the location and spread
of the ensemble are allowed to be corrected differently de-
pending on the time of the year, but rather than employing
a sliding window the seasonality is modeled using splines
that are estimated from the full dataset as introduced by Lang
et al. (2020). Specifically, the mean µi is allowed to have a
seasonally varying linear dependence on the mean of the cor-
responding ensemble forecast meani :

µi = f0,i(yday)+ f1,i(yday) ·meani . (3)

Analogously, the standard deviation is log-transformed to en-
sure positivity and modeled on the log-transformed standard
deviation of the ensemble logsdi :

log(σi)= g0,i(yday)+ g1,i(yday) ·logsdi . (4)

The f and g in Eqs. (3) and (4) represent cyclical nonlinear
yearly effects and are composed of multiple basis functions.

3.2 Ensemble copula coupling (ECC)

While NGR can be used to obtain sharp and calibrated fore-
casts for individual times, dependencies between these fore-
casts are not considered at all. Ensemble copula coupling
(ECC, Schefzik et al., 2013) is often used to generate a
multivariate probabilistic forecast by adopting the temporal
dependencies of original NWP ensemble members directly
rather than correcting these as is done for the marginal pa-
rameters with NGR.
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Having postprocessed individual forecasts with NGR, a
cumulative distribution function of the wind speed 8i can
be derived for any lead time i. Individual ensemble mem-
bers are then mapped to specific distributional quantiles us-
ing the quantile function 8−1

i . The result is an ensemble
with the same order statistics and number of members as the
raw ensemble, but with calibrated margins. Different variants
of ECC employ different quantiles for calibrating the mar-
gins. Here, quantiles correspond to 50 equidistant probabili-
ties (e.g. {1/51, 2/51, . . . , 49/51, 50/51}) and are assigned to
the ordered ensemble members.

3.3 Multivariate Gaussian distribution fit (GDF)

To avoid the limitations on ensemble size that come with
ECC, a joint distribution may be estimated from the post-
processed ensemble for each day using a multivariate Gaus-
sian distribution fit (GDF, Keune et al., 2014). Any number
of ensemble members can then be generated by simulating
from this distribution. Obtaining the mean vectorµ in Eq. 2 is
straightforward – its components are also known from post-
processing the marginal forecasts for each time with NGR.

With the model GDF, 6 is estimated from the postpro-
cessed ensemble using its sample covariance S, where

Sij =
1

N − 1

N∑
m=1

(xmi − xi)
(
xmj − xj

)
, (5)

and xmi is the wind speed forecasted by ensemble memberm
for lead time i, xi is the ensemble average for lead time i,
and N is the number of ensemble members (N = 50 for the
ECMWF ensemble).

Since the number of ensemble members (50) is not much
greater than the distributional dimension (24), estimates
for 6 can be improved by regularizing with the glasso
method (Friedman et al., 2008). This technique has been used
before to postprocess multivariate temperature forecasts (Ke-
une et al., 2014) and in multivariate scoring (Wilks, 2020).
The model GDF (δ) estimates the inverse covariance (i.e.,
precision) matrix 6−1 by maximizing the penalized log-
likelihood:

log
(

det6−1
)
− tr

(
S6−1

)
− δ‖6−1

‖`1, (6)

where δ is a tuning parameter which controls the strength
of the lasso penalty used to enforce sparsity in the precision
matrix.

3.4 Gaussian copula (COP)

Alternatively, joint distributions may be generated without
using the temporal dependencies from the ECMWF ensem-
ble at all. Instead, a constant correlation matrix – equivalent
to a Gaussian copula (Pinson and Girard, 2012) – is estimated
and used to join the marginal wind speed distributions for
each hour postprocessed with NGR. Following this approach,
6 is constructed using a variance–correlation decomposition:

6 = DPD, (7)

where D is a diagonal matrix that contains the standard de-
viations σi of the joint distribution known from univariate
postprocessing, and P is the correlation matrix that specifies
temporal dependencies among the individual forecasts.

The model COP (Obs) estimates correlations from raw ob-
servations as inspired by the Schaake shuffle. The entries of P
are taken to be the sample correlations:

rij =

n∑
m=1

(
ymi − yi

)(
ymj − yj

)
√

n∑
m=1

(
ymi − yi

)2(
ymj − yj

)2 , (8)

where ymi is the observation corresponding to model initial-
ization m and forecast hour i, yi is the average observation
at hour i, and n is the total number of model initializations in
the dataset (Sect. 2.3).

The model COP (Err) takes an analogous approach but in-
stead estimates P from the errors which remain after univari-
ate postprocessing. These prediction errors take the place of
the observations in Eq. (8), so that ymi refers to the difference
between the observed wind speed and the mean of the post-
processed univariate Gaussian distribution. In contrast to the
other methods discussed so far, COP (Err) takes into account
the univariate postprocessing step when generating depen-
dencies but still neglects to use the valuable temporal corre-
lations from the ECMWF.

3.5 Multivariate Gaussian regression (MGR)

Multivariate Gaussian regression (MGR, Muschinski et al.,
2022) is a novel statistical method that can be used to flex-
ibly postprocess multivariate ensemble forecasts. It extends
nonhomogenous Gaussian regression to joint distributions,
so that dependencies between the individual forecasts are
also parameterized and modeled instead of being adopted
directly from the NWP ensemble, observations, or forecast
errors. With MGR, observations of next-day hourly wind
speeds are assumed to follow a multivariate Gaussian dis-
tribution (Eq. 2), whose mean vector µ and covariance ma-
trix 6 are flexibly modeled on predictors characterizing the
empirical joint distribution of the ECMWF ensemble. The
postprocessed forecast is a continuous joint distribution es-
timated uniquely for each ECMWF initialization and can be
used to simulate wind speed ensembles of any size.

Modeling the components of µ is straightforward. These
can be linked with the appropriate ensemble means meani
as in NGR, allowing for seasonally varying bias correction
(Eq. 3). On the other hand, 6 becomes more difficult to
model beyond the bivariate case employed by Klein et al.
(2015) and both Schuhen et al. (2012) and Lang et al. (2019)
for modeling the components of a horizontal wind vector.
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The reason is that, while for dimension k = 2 it is sufficient
to ensure that the single estimated correlation parameter has
magnitude less than one, higher dimensions require great
care to guarantee 6 is always positive definite – and thus the
joint probability density function well defined – no matter
which values the predictors take.

Different parameterizations exist to guarantee positive def-
inite 6 (Muschinski et al., 2022). One approach is to use a
variance–correlation parameterization, but this requires as-
suming errors have a first-order autoregressive dependency
(Sect. 3.5.1) unless complicated joint constraints are to be
enforced. Alternatively, an unconstrained parameterization
of 6 based on its Cholesky decomposition (Sect. 3.5.2) can
also be modeled to allow for more flexible dependencies
among the forecasted distributions, but these parameters have
the drawback of being somewhat more difficult to interpret.

3.5.1 Variance–correlation parameterization

The model MGR (AR1) uses a variance–correlation decom-
position (Eq. 7) to parameterize 6 in terms of the standard
deviations σi contained in D and the correlations in P. Sub-
sequently, the 24 log-transformed standard deviations logσi
can be modeled as before with NGR (Eq. 4), allowing for
seasonally varying dependencies on the log-transformed em-
pirical standard deviations logsdi calculated from the en-
semble.

To ensure 6 is always positive definite, a first-order au-
toregressive (AR1) error dependency is assumed so that the
correlation matrix has the form

P=


1 ρ ρ2

· · · ρ23

ρ 1 ρ · · · ρ22

ρ2 ρ 1 · · · ρ21

...
...

...
. . .

...

ρ23 ρ22 ρ21
· · · 1

 (9)

and is defined by a single parameter −1< ρ < 1.
In order to model the correlation parameter on predictors,

the link function r(ρ)= ρ/
√

1− ρ2 is used to map its range
of possible values to the unrestricted real numbers. The trans-
formed ρ is allowed to have a seasonally varying linear de-
pendence on rho, the average of the transformed empirical
lag-1 correlations from the ECMWF,

r(ρ)= h0(yday)+h1(yday) ·rho. (10)

3.5.2 Modified Cholesky parameterization

While a variance–correlation parameterization (Sect. 3.5.1)
requires joint constraints among the predicted correlations
to ensure positive definiteness and a well-defined probabil-
ity density function, the modified Cholesky parameterization
6−1
= T>D−1T, where

D=


ψ1 0 0 · · · 0
0 ψ2 0 · · · 0
0 0 ψ3 · · · 0
...

...
...

. . .
...

0 0 0 · · · ψk

 ,

T> =


1 −φ12 −φ13 · · · −φ1k
0 1 −φ23 · · · −φ2k
0 0 1 · · · −φ3k
...

...
...

. . .
...

0 0 0 · · · 1

 , (11)

does not require such constraints.6 is characterized by its in-
novation variances ψi (in D, Eq. 11) and generalized autore-
gressive parameters φij (in T), which can be flexibly mod-
eled since positive definiteness is guaranteed for all possible
values they may take.

The innovation variances are modeled analogously to the
standard deviations in Eq. (4):

log(ψi)= g0,i(yday)+ g1,i(yday) ·logsdi . (12)

As noted by Browell et al. (2022), estimating conditional
covariance matrices is a complex undertaking for which it is
advantageous to use a parameterization that not only guar-
antees positive definiteness (i.e., is unconstrained) but en-
ables a parsimonious and interpretable model. In applica-
tions where the response components have a natural or-
der (e.g., temporal), the high complexity of the regression
can be limited by using the autoregressive interpretations
of the φij to model a covariance of order-r antedependence
model (AD-r) type. Such a structure for 6 can be adopted
if forecasts further than r hours apart may be assumed to
be conditionally independent. Models are estimated by set-
ting the corresponding φij to zero a priori. For the models
MGR (AD1) and MGR (AD2) this means only modeling
the generalized autoregressive parameters with lags at most
r = 1 and 2, respectively, on empirical correlations from the
ensemble corij :

φij =

{
h0,i,j (yday)+h1,i,j (yday) ·corij , if j − i = r
0, if j − i > r . (13)

In contrast to MGR (AR1), these AD-r models are capable of
estimating wind speed correlation structures that depend on
the forecast lead time – structures which have been observed
by Tastu et al. (2015).

3.6 Scoring multivariate wind speed forecasts

Evaluating multivariate forecasts is not straightforward, and
no score can guarantee optimal forecasts for every applica-
tion. When evaluating multivariate Gaussian forecasts, it is
most natural to employ the Dawid–Sebastiani score (DSS,
Dawid and Sebastiani, 1999; Gneiting and Raftery, 2007),
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which is proportional to the log-likelihood of the observa-
tions given the postprocessed joint distribution. The DSS is a
proper score which measures both sharpness and calibration
simultaneously. To ensure a fair evaluation, all wind speed
forecasts and subsequently derived ramp predictions – as de-
scribed in Sect. 3.7 – are scored out of sample using a 5-fold
cross validation.

3.7 Defining and predicting power ramps

Following Worsnop et al. (2018), we predict separate proba-
bilities for up and down ramps of small and large magnitude
– i.e., a normalized power change of 0.3 and 0.6 – within 3
or 6 h time spans. To obtain the multivariate power forecasts
required for these predictions, all postprocessed wind speed
ensembles – either 50-member ensembles generated by ECC
or larger 1000-member ensembles simulated from joint dis-
tributions – are first transformed into power space using the
theoretical turbine power curve shown in Fig. 3. The proba-
bility that a given ramp event occurs is taken to be the frac-
tional number of members which satisfy the ramp criteria –
i.e., the number of ensemble members which predict a ramp
divided by the total number of members.

Evaluating the skill of these predictions requires obser-
vations, which are again obtained through transformations.
Here the ramp observation is Boolean: either the event oc-
curred or it did not. It may happen that no ensemble mem-
bers predict a ramp on a given day and the estimated ramp
probability is zero – especially for the ECC-postprocessed
ensemble limited to 50 members. For this reason, ramp fore-
casts are evaluated using skill scores calculated from the area
under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve – the
ROCSS – and the Brier score – the BSS – rather than a metric
based on the Bernoulli likelihood.

4 Results

The models outlined in Sect. 3 generate joint probabilis-
tic forecasts of the next day’s hourly wind speeds from the
ECMWF ensemble described in Sect. 2. The improved 24-
dimensional forecasts are either (i) ensembles like the origi-
nal ECMWF prediction or (ii) joint distributions that can be
used to simulate any number of possible future wind speed
scenarios. The quality of the joint distribution forecasts is
assessed in Sect. 4.1. Subsequently, wind speed ensembles
are transformed into power for deriving probabilistic ramp
predictions. Since the probability that a ramp event occurs
within a certain time window can strongly depend on the
correlations between individual wind speed forecasts, it is
crucial to accurately model these dependencies in the ini-
tial postprocessing step. Results of ramp predictions are pre-
sented in Sect. 4.2.

4.1 Multivariate wind speed forecasts

Sample postprocessed joint probabilistic wind speed scenar-
ios for 9 December 2019 at FINO1 are visualized in Fig. 1.
On this wintertime day, observed wind speeds (black lines)
decrease throughout the morning before suddenly jumping
more than 10 m s−1 around noon to cause a significant power
ramp which can be seen in Fig. 4 of Sect. 4.2.

Even without postprocessing, the ECMWF ensemble fore-
cast performs quite well on this day. Observations between
00:00 and 06:00 UTC are contained within the narrow en-
semble spread (i.e., sharp forecast). All members correctly
predict a gradual decline in wind speed during the morning
before a return to higher winds by afternoon. Uncertainty in
the ECMWF ensemble increases after 06:00 UTC because
not all ensemble members predict ramps at the same time
but instead up to 6 h apart.

While the methods of Sect. 3 all forecast similar marginal
distributions of wind speeds, their estimated temporal depen-
dencies are wildly different (Fig. 1). The raw ensemble mem-
bers have stronger temporal correlations – especially at low
lags and during the afternoon – than are forecasted by either
COP (Err) or MGR (AR1). Regularizing the covariance esti-
mate with glasso using GDF (0.5) weakens the estimated cor-
relations. On the other hand, using correlations from the raw
observations with COP (Obs) overestimates their strength
significantly for all lags at all times of the day – e.g., corre-
lations of more than 0.5 at a high lag of 12 h. Subsequently,
the forecasted wind speed scenarios appear much too smooth
and less noisy than real observations.

To quantify the forecast quality across all days, postpro-
cessed joint distributions are evaluated using differences in
the DSS (Sect. 3.6) relative to COP (Err), and these are visu-
alized in Fig. 2. The DSS is quite sensitive to misspecifica-
tions in the correlation structure, so that both the unregular-
ized Gaussian distribution fit GDF and the observation-based
copula COP (Obs) have very poor scores – median differ-
ences to COP (Err) of around −60 and −130, respectively
– and must be excluded from the figure. Forecast quality is
improved by regularizing GDF with glasso – GDF (0.5) per-
forms best, while GDF (0.1) and GDF (1.0) enforce too little
and too much sparsity in 6−1, respectively – but none match
the much simpler reference model COP (Err), which does not
use ECMWF dependencies at all.

The multivariate Gaussian regression model MGR (AR1)
performs best at each station. Errors are adequately de-
scribed by a first-order autoregressive process, and allow-
ing more flexible dependency structures to be modeled us-
ing Cholesky-based parameterization – e.g., MGR (AD1) or
MGR (AD2) with assumed first- and second-order antede-
pendencies, respectively – does not improve the scores.
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Figure 1. Wind speed ensembles at FINO1 forecasted for the next day (+24 to +47 h) with different postprocessing methods. Forecast
members are shown as grey lines, and the observations are in black. Where joint distributions are forecasted (c–f), only 50 simulated
members are shown for readability. Also included are sample correlations of the ensembles (a, b) or the correlations of the joint distributions
from which members are simulated (c–f).

Figure 2. Differences in Dawid–Sebastiani score (DSS) to
COP (Err), aggregated by month and year.

4.2 Probabilistic power ramp prediction

Postprocessed joint distributions of wind speeds are used
to simulate 1000-member ensembles that are converted into
multivariate power scenarios using the theoretical turbine
curve of Fig. 3. Scenarios are used to predict probabilities
for a wide range of different ramp events as described in
Sect. 3.7.

Sample power scenarios at FINO1 are visualized in Fig. 4
for the same day as the wind speeds in Fig. 1. Again only
50 out of 1000 simulated members are shown for readabil-
ity. Grey lines are the forecasted power scenarios, and thick
black lines represent the observed power, or more accurately
the observed wind speeds transformed into power. A forecast
window of width 3 h beginning at 10:00 UTC is indicated by
shading, during which an up ramp with a magnitude of ap-
proximately 0.7 was observed (red colored lines).
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Figure 3. Theoretical power curve of a large offshore wind turbine.

Multivariate power scenarios are used to derive probabil-
ities for weak and strong up ramps, where the normalized
power increases by 0.3 and 0.6, respectively. These probabil-
ities are included as P (0.3) and P (0.6) in Fig. 4. Both events
occurred (since 0.7 exceeds 0.3 and 0.6) and MGR (AR1)
performs the best since it predicts the highest probabilities of
them occurring. All other methods predict ramp probabilities
that are approximately 40 % lower. Furthermore, predictions
obtained from ECC are also limited to the coarse resolution
of the original ECMWF ensemble (1/50), while joint distri-
butions can be used to simulate much larger ensembles for a
finer resolution (here 1/1000).

Probabilistic ramp predictions are obtained in this man-
ner for every day and each station. All combinations of ramp
magnitudes (weak or strong), types (up or down), forecast
window widths (3 or 6 h), and window positions are consid-
ered. To quantify the skill of these ramp predictions, proba-
bilities obtained from each postprocessing method are eval-
uated using the scores described in Sect. 3.7 and skill scores
computed relative to ECC and aggregated over the position
of the forecast window – no significant diurnal variation was
observed in the scores.

According to the ROCSS (Fig. 5), all postprocessing meth-
ods that predict a joint distribution outperform ECC except
for COP (Obs) – which has been shown to strongly overes-
timate temporal dependencies between the individual wind
speed distributions (Sect. 4.1). This improved skill is mainly
due to the improved resolution of ramp predictions that re-
sult from a larger number of forecasted power scenarios
(1000 vs. 50). The positive influence of resolution on pre-
dictive skill is most significant for rare events – e.g., strong
ramps within 3 h rather than weak ramps within 6 h.

The BSS relative to ECC is visualized in Fig. 6. In addi-
tion to measuring the resolution of predictions, this score also
takes into account their reliability and the uncertainty of the
outcome. As before with the ROCSS, COP (Obs) performs
worse than ECC, but in contrast not all other joint distribu-
tion forecasts have improved skill according to the DSS –
e.g., weak ramps predicted by GDF (0.5). The new multivari-

ate Gaussian regression model MGR (AR1) once again per-
forms best overall, underscoring the importance of statistical
methods that can postprocess joint distributions of meteoro-
logical quantities from ensembles and flexibly model their
crucial dependencies on data, rather than constructing these
through various assumptions.

5 Discussion

We use novel multivariate Gaussian regression (MGR) mod-
els to postprocess joint distributions of the next day’s hourly
wind speeds from NWP ensemble forecasts. Joint distribu-
tion forecasts have advantages over traditional ensembles,
some of which are addressed in Sect. 5.1. With MGR, the
crucial dependencies linking individual hourly forecasts are
parameterized and modeled explicitly rather than adopted di-
rectly from the ensemble, observations, or prediction errors
– as is common in state-of-the-art postprocessing and dis-
cussed in Sect. 5.2. Although this work has focused on the
different methods which can be used to postprocess NWPs,
the preprocessing methods initially used to interpolate these
NWPs to a specific location also play a role. This could be
an interesting topic for future work.

5.1 Advantages of forecasting a joint distribution

Only tens of ensemble members are computationally feasi-
ble for a NWP model. To make the weather forecast more
realistic, it is common to generate a continuous distribu-
tion from the discrete ensemble members. There are several
ways to achieve this, including (i) replacing individual en-
semble members with parametric distributions – e.g., ensem-
ble dressing, Bayesian model averaging – or (ii) modeling a
parametric distribution on the ensemble with distributional
regression. For multivariate forecasts, there are also simi-
lar methods – e.g., ensemble kernel dressing (Schölzel and
Hense, 2011), multivariate Gaussian distribution fit (GDF,
Keune et al., 2014), and MGR (Muschinski et al., 2022).

Multivariate forecasts postprocessed from NWP ensem-
bles need to accurately describe the true dependencies be-
tween forecasts at different times. If the result of postprocess-
ing is an ensemble with tens of members, it is poorly suited
to accomplish this task except for very small dimensions be-
cause the complexity of the dependencies increases quadrati-
cally with the dimension. At all three FINO stations, ramp
predictions are improved when using 1000-member wind
speed ensembles simulated from joint distributions instead
of 50-member ensembles generated with ECC (Sect. 4.2).

5.2 Estimating multivariate dependencies

NWP ensembles are postprocessed to ensure that forecasts
for any future lead time are calibrated (statistically consis-
tent) and sharp. Since individual ensemble members are dis-
tinguishable NWP runs, the dependencies between member
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Figure 4. The next-day hourly forecasts (+24 to +47 h) from Fig. 1, but transformed into power space using the theoretical curve of Fig. 3.
Thick black lines are transformed wind speed observations, and thin grey lines are transformed wind speed forecast scenarios. A very strong
power ramp with magnitude approximately 0.7 (red line) was observed to occur within a specific time window (yellow shading). Power
forecasts were used to derive ramp probabilities for up ramps exceeding 0.3 and 0.6 within this time window. They are included as P (0.3)
and P (0.6), respectively.

forecasts at different times have a physical basis and may
contain valuable information regarding the dependencies be-
tween the postprocessed forecasts. In state-of-the-art post-
processing, this information is not fully utilized in the same
way that the ensemble mean and spread are.

Common methods either directly adopt the order statistics
of the NWP ensemble for the dependencies of the postpro-
cessed forecast or apply the same principle using observa-
tions. Directly adopting the error dependencies of the NWP
ensemble is most sensible when the raw forecast is already
quite good, as is the case here with a forecast horizon of at
most 48 h and a homogeneous ocean surface surrounding the
stations. For the same reason, dependencies estimated from
observations are much too strong. Presumably these would
more accurately reflect the error structure for a very poor
NWP prediction, which approximates an hourly wind speed
climatology.

With MGR, a major advantage is the ability to model er-
ror dependencies on predictors without a reliance on such
assumptions. This allows the temporal error structure of the
NWP ensemble to be adjusted for the postprocessed forecast
as is commonly done for its location and spread at each time
with NGR. If no ensemble is available to obtain the depen-
dencies, MGR can still be used to estimate these from the
deterministic forecasts together with external predictors, for
example characterizing the time of the year or the synoptic-
scale weather situation.

6 Conclusions

Probabilistic power ramp predictions are obtained for three
offshore wind farms from joint distributions of hourly wind
speeds postprocessed using novel multivariate Gaussian re-
gression (MGR) models. This model employs a multivari-
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Figure 5. Area under the ROC curve skill score (ROCSS) relative to ECC at the three FINOs for weak and strong up ramps (top row panels)
and down ramps (bottom row panels) within 3 and 6 h time frames (leftmost and rightmost two columns, respectively). Individual boxplots
are composed of scores computed for specific positions (i.e., starting points) of the time window. Three-hour time windows have 22 possible
starting points (+24 to +45 h), and 6 h time frames have 19 possible starting points (+24 to +42 h).

Figure 6. As in Fig. 5 but for the Brier skill score (BSS).

ate Gaussian distribution for the 24-hourly wind speeds of
the next day where the mean vector µ and covariance ma-
trix 6 are estimated conditionally on an ensemble of numer-
ical weather predictions. This approach provides a couple of
advantages compared to current state-of-the-art models that
are widely used. First, temporal dependencies between in-
dividual hourly forecasts are captured by a flexible regres-
sion model rather than assumed to be the same as in the

ensemble. Second, forecasts are entire parametric distribu-
tions from which samples of any size can be obtained, rather
than a sample of a fixed and relatively small size. The lat-
ter is particularly important for estimating power ramp prob-
abilities through simulating large ensembles from the joint
wind speed distributions and transforming them into power
using an idealized turbine curve. Predictions from MGR out-
perform state-of-the-art multivariate postprocessing methods
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according to both the receiver operating characteristic skill
score (ROCSS) and the Brier skill score (BSS).
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